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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Consumers need more complete and accurate information about the food they eat. This is particularly
true in developed countries where food has often been processed and packaged before it is sold, making traditional assumptions about food quality and nutrition either difficult or impossible to make.1 Many nations have
long required that food labels disclose the name of the food, as well as the ingredients, the net quantity of
contents, and the name and location of the manufacturer. More recently, some countries have instituted or are
considering new requirements for the disclosure of additional information pertaining to ingredients, product
quality, nutrient content, production methods, and more information about substances that may cause adverse
health effects. No single nation, however, requires food labels to disclose complete information in all of these
areas. The disclosure of such information would assist consumers in making fully informed purchasing decisions and maximizing marketplace competition.2 In some cases, such information is also necessary for consumers who wish to improve or protect their health.

•

This report surveys recent developments in food labeling disclosure requirements around the world.
Chapter I discusses quantitative ingredient declarations. These declarations go beyond the traditional list
of ingredients by disclosing the percentage of key ingredients that foods contain so that consumers can make informed purchasing decisions.

•

Chapter II discusses nutrition labeling requirements. These requirements disclose the amount of important nutrients in food products. Without information on the nutritional composition of foods, it is
extremely difficult for consumers to select foods in accordance with dietary recommendations.

•

Chapter III discusses requirements for dating of food products. Dating requirements inform consumers
about the freshness of food products and the time beyond which a food begins to lose its nutrients and deteriorate.

•

Chapter IV discusses labeling of ingredients or additives that may cause adverse health reactions in
sensitive individuals. Food labels need to conspicuously disclose the presence, and in some
cases the amount, of certain ingredients and additives, such as caffeine or monosodium
glutamate, so that sensitive individuals can avoid or limit their intake of those substances.

•

Chapter V discusses a variety of labeling requirements concerning how a food has been produced. Such
requirements disclose whether a food was irradiated, contains genetically engineered ingredients,
is organic, or was produced in accordance with religious laws. This information may be important to consumers for a variety of reasons.
These topics are not intended to represent a complete list of all possible food labeling reforms. They do

represent, however, some of today’s leading controversies in the area of food labeling regulation.
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Each chapter discusses the need for a particular type of information to be disclosed on food labels.
These discussions are followed by a brief survey of current regulatory policies of various developed countries,
as well as an explanation of any applicable standards of the Codex Alimentarius Commission (Codex).3 Each
chapter concludes with recommendations for action by national regulatory authorities.
As nations strive to harmonize food labeling requirements on an international basis,4 efforts should be
made to ensure that requirements are harmonized in an “upward” direction and reflect regulatory policies that
best provide consumers with the information they need to make informed purchasing decisions. Because some
nations already require the disclosure of some of the information discussed in this report, countries should learn
from one another and incorporate the best requirements from around the world into their national regulatory
programs.
The United States, for example, should adopt plans for requiring quantitative ingredient labeling and
freshness dating as required in Europe. The U.S. should also adopt more informative disclosure requirements
for the labeling of production processes. In turn, the EU should consider requirements for mandatory nutrition
labeling. All nations should proceed with improved disclosure requirements for the labeling of ingredients or
additives that may cause adverse health effects.
The Codex Alimentarius Commission could help facilitate such developments by increasing efforts to
ensure that international standards are based on the premise of “upward harmonization.” International trade
agreements encourage nations to support food labeling standards developed by Codex and to adopt such standards as domestic requirements.5 Thus, Codex has a special role to play and should take the lead in ensuring
that nations learn from one another and that food labeling standards are upgraded to world-class levels that
embody the best consumer protection requirements from around the globe.
The development of such standards would help raise consumer protection standards in all countries and
would discourage trade disputes in which one nation argues that another nation’s consumer protection requirements are too extensive and constitute an illegal trade barrier.6 This effort would help further Codex’s mission
and will, hopefully, drive Codex’s agenda for the 21st century.
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CHAPTER I: QUANTITATIVE INGREDIENT DECLARATIONS
A.

The Need for Quantitative Ingredient Declarations (QUID)
Most, if not all, developed countries require packaged multi-ingredient foods to be labeled with an

ingredient list. Typically, ingredients must be listed in descending order of proportion by weight in the food.
However, this requirement does not provide consumers with full information. Some nations have determined
that consumers also need information about the percentage of ingredients contained in a particular food. Disclosures requiring such information are referred to as quantitative ingredient declarations (QUID).
QUID informs consumers if a particular ingredient is present in a significant amount. For example, the
first ingredient of a product might be listed as water. Simply listing ingredients in order of predominance does
not inform consumers whether water comprises closer to 30% of the product or 90% of the product. But QUID
informs consumers exactly how much water the product contains, enabling them to make more educated purchasing decisions.
QUID is necessary for consumers to compare the relative amount of ingredients between seemingly
similar products. For example, two different brands of spaghetti sauce may both list the first two ingredients as
water and tomatoes. Yet one brand may contain 50% water and 40% tomatoes, while the other brand may
contain 70% water and 20% tomatoes. Since this difference is not detectable from the ingredient list alone,
QUID is necessary to indicate clearly the proportion of ingredients in the products, allowing consumers to select
the food with the greater amount of desirable ingredients.
Furthermore, QUID is essential to rectify misleading claims on food labels. Many labels imply, through
words or pictures, that the food contains significant amounts of meat, fruits, vegetables, or whole grains — yet
those ingredients may be present in only trivial amounts, if at all. For example:
•
In Canada, a bottle of Libby’s Strawberry Real Fruit juice contains more water and sugar than fruit juice.
Based on the name, consumers might logically assume that the beverage contains 100% fruit
juice, when in fact it contains only 21% fruit puree.
•

In the United Kingdom, the main ingredient of a product called “Minced Meats” is chicken. A 1997
survey revealed that 92% of shoppers were misled by the name of this product.7

•

In the United States, the front label of Kellogg’s “Nutri-Grain Cereal Bars” states that the bars are made
with “whole-grain oats” even though the bars actually contain more enriched white flour than
whole oats. Based on this claim, many consumers might assume that the bars are a good source
of whole grains.
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QUID reduces the likelihood that consumers will be misled by better indicating the actual amount of
ingredients in those foods. Moreover, requiring food companies to disclose the relative quantity of ingredients
also enhances competition, which will result in better products. In sum, QUID provides consumers with the
information they need to make informed purchasing decisions, decreases the probability that consumers will be
duped by exaggerated claims and provides manufacturers with the incentive to increase the quality of food
products.
B.

Examples of QUID Labeling
1.

European Union

The European Union (EU) has taken the lead in this area by issuing a directive requiring QUID for many
foods.8 The EU’s 1997 directive requires QUID “where the ingredient or category of ingredients concerned
appears in the name under which the foodstuff is sold or is usually associated with that name by the consumer.”9 For example, the amount of strawberries in “strawberry yogurt” and the amount of vegetables in
“spring rolls” must be disclosed.10
QUID is also required “where the ingredient or category of ingredients concerned is emphasized on the
labelling in words, pictures or graphics.”11 For example, if a food is described as “made with butter” or features pictures of strawberries on the label, the amount of those highlighted ingredients must be disclosed.12
The quantity of an ingredient must also be stated “where the ingredient or category of ingredients concerned is essential to characterize a foodstuff and to distinguish it from products with which it might be confused because of its name or appearance.”13 This provision applies when the composition of products that are
marketed under the same name vary from one Member State to another.14
The EU directive requires that the quantity indicated be expressed as a percentage and correspond to the
quantity of the ingredient or ingredients at the time of use.15 This information “shall appear either in or immediately next to the name under which the foodstuff is sold or in the list of ingredients in connection with the
ingredient or category of ingredients in question.”16 When the declaration accompanies the product name, it is
not required that the declaration be on the principal display panel or that the lettering be of a particular size. It
is sufficient that the information be provided with the product name anywhere on the label, as long as the
information is easily visible, clearly legible, and indelible.17
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QUID is not required for ingredients that are used in small amounts for the purposes of flavoring,18
natural constituents of foods (such as caffeine in coffee) when present in their natural proportions, or ingredients mentioned in the name of a food that have not been used in the manufacture or preparation of that food.19
Members of the EU must comply with this directive no later than February 14, 2000.
The following food labels illustrate the use of QUID labeling.20
2.

Thailand

The EU’s directive on QUID labeling represents a major development in food labeling requirements for
fully developed countries. Thailand, however, had required full percentage ingredient labeling of food products
more than a decade ago. The Thai regulation requires that the percentage of each essential ingredient contained in products sold directly to consumers be disclosed on the label.21 This requirement goes beyond the
EU directive as the percentage of every major ingredient must be disclosed. The following pages contain
labels illustrating Thailand’s percentage ingredient labeling requirement.
3.

United States

In contrast to the EU and Thailand, the U.S. basically requires only that ingredients be declared on food
labels in descending order of predominance by weight.22 In a few situations, a percentage ingredient disclosure is required. Under U.S. law, beverages that purport to contain fruit or vegetable juice must list the percentage of juice that the beverage contains, peanut spreads must indicate the percentage of peanuts in the
spread; olive oil blends must indicate the percentage of olive oil contained in the blend; and seafood cocktail
must include the percentage of the seafood ingredients present in the cocktail.23 While the U.S. Food and
Drug
Administration (FDA) encourages food companies to voluntarily provide percentage ingredient labeling on all
foods, few if any have done so.24 However, American-based food companies doing business in Thailand and
other countries where quantitative ingredient disclosures are required do routinely provide such information to
consumers.
The U.S. FDA clearly has the authority to require QUID to remedy misleading labeling practices. First,
U.S. FDA regulations require that the common or usual name of a food accurately identify or describe the basic
nature of the food or its characterizing properties or ingredients.25 Moreover, U.S. FDA regulations require
that the common or usual name of a product shall include the percentage of any characterizing ingredient when
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this percentage has a material bearing on product or consumer acceptance, or when the labeling creates an
erroneous impression that such ingredient is present in an amount greater than is actually the case.26 However,
the agency has declined to use this authority to require QUID to clarify misleading labeling practices.
4.

Codex

Codex standards require the declaration of the percentage of ingredients whenever the food label places
special emphasis on the presence or low content of a “valuable and/or characterizing” ingredient.27 However, a
reference in the name of a food to a particular ingredient does not in itself constitute “special emphasis,” nor is
percentage labeling required merely if a reference is made to an ingredient that is used in a small quantity or
only as a flavoring.
C.

Recommendations for QUID Labeling
Ingredient labeling regulations around the world should be upgraded to reflect the best aspects of the

EU’s QUID requirements and Thailand’s percentage ingredient labeling regulations. Food labels should not
only list all ingredients, but should also state the percentage of all major ingredients, i.e., those that comprise
5% or more of the total weight. The percentages for those ingredients should be included with the ingredient
list.
In addition, ingredient labeling requirements should incorporate some of the theoretical aspects of U.S.
regulatory requirements that could help prevent deceptive label claims. Thus, if any ingredient appears in the
name of the food or is highlighted on the label through words or pictures, the percentage of this ingredient
should also be listed in immediate conjunction to such statements or pictures. For example, a product called
“Blueberry Waffles” should disclose the percentage of blueberries contained in the product in immediate
conjunction to the name. Similarly, a bread that claims to be made from “natural whole grain goodness”
should disclose the percentage of whole grains in the product. The percentage declaration should be located in
immediate proximity to the name or claim in which the ingredient is mentioned or implied and should be in
type no less than one-half the size of that name or claim. It is essential that the disclosure be included near the
claim, rather than the ingredient list, as consumers may base their purchasing decisions on claims made on the
front label without consulting the list of ingredients.
In sum, nations should build on progress being made by the EU and the example set by Thailand and
provide consumers with better information about the ingredients contained in food products. As consumers
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around the world come to depend more and more on pre-packaged processed food items, such information
becomes increasingly important.
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CHAPTER II: FRESHNESS DATING
A.

The Need for Freshness Dating
Most developed countries (with the notable exception of the United States) require that a date appear on

food labels, which usually represents the time after which the food manufacturer cannot guarantee the freshness of its product. An example of a freshness date may be “Best if used by June 1, 1998” or “Use before
March 3, 1999.”28 Exact requirements for freshness dating vary. Some countries require dates on products
with a shelf life of 90 days or less while others require dates on most pre-packaged foods including frozen
items.
Freshness dates primarily provide consumers with a means to judge the quality of a food product by
determining when it was produced or how long it has been on store shelves. As international trade in food
increases and foods are transported over greater and greater distances, the disclosure of such information
becomes increasingly important.
Surveys show that consumers want freshness dates on food labels. According to one recent U.S. survey,
consumers place a high priority on purchasing dairy, bakery, deli and other foods that are at their peak freshness.29 Another survey in the United States found that one of the top ten reasons cited by consumers for
selecting a supermarket is the number of products having freshness dates.30
A survey conducted by New Zealand’s Ministry of Health in 1995 determined that freshness dates were
the most frequently scrutinized element on food labels.31 In fact, more than three-quarters of the respondents
said that they always or often look at the freshness date at the time of purchase. Moreover, 91% said they
wanted freshness dates on all or some longer-life foods, and 77% wanted freshness dates for longer-life frozen
foods.32 At the time of the survey, New Zealand only required date-marking for foods with a shelf life of less
than 90 days.33
Freshness dating may also play a role in matters concerning nutrition and food safety. Every food has a
shelf life — even frozen foods deteriorate over time.34 As a food ages, it loses some of its nutrients. While
nutrient loss varies greatly depending on the nutrient, the food, and storage and handling conditions, freshness
dates, nevertheless, serve as a valuable guide for consumers.35
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B.

Examples of Freshness Dating Requirements
1.

European Union

The EU requires many types of foods to indicate the “Date of minimum durability,” which is usually
expressed as “Best before ...” or “Best before end of ...” followed by the date until which the food will keep its
“specific properties when properly stored.”36 Foods that are highly perishable must have “Use before” followed by the date after which the product should not be used.37 Furthermore, storage directions must be
placed near the freshness date if this information is needed to maintain freshness for the specified period.38
2.

Japan

In 1995, Japan began enforcing a new date-marking system that requires food labels to have either a
“Best before” date or an “Expiry of consumption” date, with the latter being used for those foods whose quality
changes rapidly and should be consumed soon after manufacture.39 The law applies to all foods, including
raw, processed, dried, canned and frozen foods.40 In the case of those products bearing “Best before” dates, the
date is not meant to be the last day to eat the product, but rather it is to be used as a guideline for consumers.
Before 1995, Japan’s requirements were less helpful to consumers because either the pack date, or the
date the food was produced, could be printed on labels. Japan changed its law in 1995 so that consumers
would have a better understanding of how to use date markings on food labels.
3.

Canada

Canada requires a “Best before” date on all pre-packaged foods with a durable life of 90 days or less,
with the exception of prepackaged fresh fruits and vegetables, vending machine foods, individual portions of
food served by restaurants and airlines, and donuts.41 The Canadian regulations define the “Best before” date
as the period throughout which a food will retain its taste, nutritional value, and normal wholesomeness when
properly stored.42
Foods that are packaged at retail and have a durable life of 90 days or less may be labeled with either a
durable life date and any necessary storage instructions or with a packing date and durable life information.
This information may be placed on the label or on a poster by the food.43
4.

United States

In contrast to the European Union, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Japan, the United States does
not have any type of national requirement for freshness dating. In 1976, the U.S. FDA contemplated requiring
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some type of date marking system as a way to improve food labeling,44 but no such requirement was ever
instituted.45 Furthermore, only fourteen U.S. state governments require freshness dates to appear on some
products.46 Several of those states follow the guidelines provided by the U.S. National Conference on Weights
and Measures (NCWM), an organization that has developed model open dating regulations. The NCWM’s
model regulations call for date labeling of pre-packaged perishable foods and for optional date labeling of nonperishable pre-packaged foods.47
The absence of a national freshness dating requirement in the U.S. is somewhat ironic considering that
U.S.-based multi-national companies, such as Nabisco and General Mills,48 routinely provide freshness dates
on various products sold outside the U.S. while failing to provide that information on the same products sold to
consumers within the United States. Examples of U.S. food products that carry date marks when sold outside
the U.S., but that fail to carry such information when sold in the United States, are depicted on the following
pages.
5.

Codex

Codex standards provide that the “Date of minimum durability” be declared, which consists of the day
and month for products with a minimum durability of not more than three months, and the month and year for
products with a minimum durability of more than three months.49 If the product needs special storage conditions in order to preserve the food, these instructions must be placed on the label.50
The date shall be preceded by the words “Best before” where the day is indicated or “Best before end
of” in all other cases.51 The date must be in an uncoded numerical form; however, the month may be displayed
by letters in those countries where such use will not confuse the consumer.52
C.

Recommendations for Freshness Dating
1.
Freshness dates should appear on all perishable food products and most non-perishable
food products
Many of the countries that have freshness dating requirements exempt certain categories of foods.

However, manufacturers should be required to place freshness dates on all perishable products and most nonperishable products. Even canned foods that have a very long shelf life need freshness dates because they can
still lose nutrients over time.53 And even for foods that do not lose nutrients, consumers often wish to buy and
eat more recently produced food products.
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2.

Freshness dates should be clearly and uniformly disclosed on food labels

The types of dates that appear on packages, and the nomenclature used to describe such dates, vary
greatly. Some countries describe freshness dates as “expiration” dates, whereas other countries refer to them as
“dates of minimum durability.” Some U.S. manufacturers place freshness dates on their products that explain
the meaning of the date, but other manufacturers just place a date by itself with no explanatory information. In
some cases, codes that only the manufacturer or retailer can decipher are used in place of dates. Furthermore,
even an actual date by itself is of little use to consumers because it could indicate the date the food was packed
(pack date) or the date by which the retailer must sell the food (sell-by date).
A national U.S. survey discovered that most Americans are confused about expiration dates that appear
on foods.54 Two-thirds of Americans think that the date on cans (e.g., “DEC 04” or “December 4, 1997”)
denotes the last day the food can safely be sold; another third believe that the date is the last day that the food
can be safely eaten. However, the date generally refers to food quality, not safety.55 In order to avoid confusion over the meaning of dates, freshness date markings need to be accompanied by appropriate explanatory
terminology.
In sum, labels on all perishable and most non-perishable foods should bear a date marking that is clearly
legible and easy to understand. All freshness dates should have accompanying explanatory information, such
as “Best before (date)” or “Use before (date).” Freshness dates should be easy to locate on the label and
should appear in a uniform place, preferably the principal display panel. Where the validity of the date mark
of a food depends on its storage, storage instructions for that food should accompany the freshness date. Both
Codex and the EU require that storage instructions accompany the freshness date if the validity of the date is
contingent on how the product is stored.
The U.S., in particular, appears to be lagging behind many other developed countries of the world in this
area of food labeling regulation. American consumers deserve the same information that is routinely provided
by U.S. based food companies to consumers in other parts of the world. The U.S. government should bring its
regulatory standards in line with those of other developed countries and require the disclosure of such information in the U.S.
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CHAPTER III: NUTRITION LABELING
A.

The Need for Nutrition Labeling
When societies become more affluent, traditional dietary patterns often change as consumers begin to

rely increasingly on pre-packaged processed foods. As a result, diets often become higher in calories, fat,
saturated fat, refined carbohydrates, and sodium. Diets high in calories, fat, and sodium are associated with the
increased prevalence of heart disease, diabetes, obesity, hypertension, and some cancers.56 Not surprisingly,
diet related diseases are widespread in many developed countries.
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of morbidity and premature death in developed countries and
is responsible for more than 12 million deaths each year — almost one-quarter of deaths worldwide. Cancer is
the second highest cause of death in most developed countries.57 Hypertension, a leading risk factor for heart
disease and stroke, affects about 20% of adults in most countries.58 The number of people suffering from
diabetes is projected to be more than double from about 135 million to 300 million by 2025.59
Health authorities worldwide recommend that people eat a healthful diet to reduce their risks of serious
health conditions. But if consumers are to make dietary adjustments, they must be able to make informed
decisions when selecting foods. Nutrition information is important for consumers who are trying to follow a
healthful diet and is absolutely essential for consumers who are medically advised to select foods based on
their nutrient content. However, only two nations, the United States and Israel, have mandatory nutrition
labeling requirements, and thus, most consumers do not have the information they need to put official dietary
recommendations into practice. Given the prevalence of diet-related diseases, nutrition labeling is a public
health necessity.
Evidence shows that nutrition labeling is very useful in helping consumers to select more healthful
foods. In the U.S., where nutrition labeling is required on almost all food products, a 1997 survey found that
54% of American consumers said they almost always read the nutrition label when buying a food for the first
time.60 Twenty-eight percent of those reading the nutrition label said they stopped buying a food product
because of something they read on the label, and 25% started buying and using a certain item after examining
the label.61
These changes in consumer purchasing decisions have been sufficient to spur competition on the basis of
nutrition, which even benefits consumers who do not read labels. Since nutrition labeling has been mandatory
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in the U.S., companies are marketing many more low and reduced-fat foods.62 Thus, requiring companies to
analyse and disclose the nutrient content of their products may motivate them to improve the nutritional quality
of their foods.
B.

Examples of Nutrition Labeling Requirements
1.

European Union

In the European Union, nutrition labeling is voluntary unless a nutrition claim appears on “labeling, in
presentation or in advertising, with the exclusion of generic advertising.”63 This standard has been established
by a directive that has been implemented by most of the Member States.64
When nutrition labeling is provided, the nutrients listed must consist of either group one (energy value,
protein, carbohydrate, and fat) or group two (energy value, protein, carbohydrate, sugars, fat, saturated fat,
fiber, and sodium). When a nutrition claim is made for sugars, saturated fat, fiber, or sodium, the group two
nutrients must be listed. Nutrition information may also include the amounts of one or more of the following:
starch, polyols, monounsaturated fat, polyunsaturated fat, cholesterol, and select minerals and vitamins.65 The
amount of nutrients must be expressed per 100 grams or 100 milliliters, but they may also be expressed per
serving, provided that the number of servings contained in the package is stated.66
Nutrition information must be presented together in one place on the label in tabular form, with the
numbers aligned if space permits. Where space does not permit, the information must be presented in linear
form. Nutrition information must be printed in “legible and indelible characters in a conspicuous place.”67
Below is an example:

[INSERT SAMPLE EUROPEAN LABEL]

2.

Canada

Canada has recently begun a review of its nutrition labeling requirements.68 Presently,
nutrition labeling is not mandatory. A food label is only required to divulge nutrition information when a
nutrition claim is made on the label or in advertising.69 Only the amount of the nutrient for which the claim is
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made must be disclosed.70 However, companies may also voluntarily list other nutrients as desired.
When nutrition information is provided, it must be based on one serving. The serving size must be
reasonable, i.e., “an amount of food which would reasonably be consumed at one sitting by an adult.”71 Although the Guide to Food Labelling and Advertising sets forth suggested serving sizes for use in nutrition
labelling, the serving sizes are voluntary and expressed in ranges for many foods.72 For example, the suggested serving size for vegetable oil is 5-10 milliliters. Thus, manufacturers have the flexibility to determine
the serving size for a given product, and therefore the serving size upon which nutrition information is provided.
Currently, Canadian regulations do not require that nutrition information be provided in any particular
format. Although a “standardized presentation format” of nutrition information has been set forth in the Guide
to Food Labelling and Advertising, that format is voluntary and only consists of the heading (“Nutrition Information”), a statement of the serving size, the “core list” of nutrients (energy, protein, fat and carbohydrate), and
optional nutrient declarations given equal prominence in a standardized order.73 That information must be
provided in both English and French. The prescribed format does not include specifications regarding type
style and spacing. Moreover, the nutrition labeling format may appear on any part of the label, except the
bottom of the container.74 Below is an example of a food label using this format:

[INSERT SAMPLE CANADIAN LABEL]

Health Canada, however, has commenced a comprehensive review of these requirements. The Canadian
initiative aims to increase the availability of nutrition labeling, improve its usefulness, and broaden public
education on its use.75
3.

United States

The United States is one of only two countries that routinely require nutrition information on food
labels.76 In the United States, nearly all packaged foods have been required to provide nutrition information
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since 1994.77 The following nutrition information must be listed: calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sugars, protein, vitamins A and C, calcium, and
iron. These nutrients reflect current U.S. public health concerns and recommendations.78
Nutrients must be expressed in terms of the amount per serving. Serving sizes are
defined by law and based on an amount of food customarily consumed per eating occasion.79 As a result,
serving sizes reflect typical eating patterns and are uniform across product lines so that consumers can easily
compare the nutritional qualities of similar products.
Nutrients must also be expressed in terms of a dietary reference value called the Percent Daily Value.80
For vitamins and minerals, the Percent Daily Value represents the contribution that one serving of food makes
toward the Reference Daily Intake that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has established for each of
those nutrients. For total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, potassium, total carbohydrate, and dietary
fiber, the Percent Daily Value represents the contribution that one serving of food makes toward the Daily
Reference Value established for each of those nutrients.81 For example, the Daily Reference Value for sodium
is 2,400 milligrams. Thus, a food that contains 1,200 milligrams of sodium per serving has a Percent Daily
Value of 50%. Percent Daily Values help consumers eat healthfully by explaining the role of individual foods
in the context of their total daily diet.
Nutrition information must be provided in a distinctive, easy-to-read format that enables consumers to
quickly locate and read the nutrition information on the label. FDA regulations contain detailed label format
requirements that specify where and how the nutrition information must be displayed.82 To enhance legibility,
the regulations stipulate many graphic requirements including easy-to-read typeface, upper and lower case
letters, bold lettering, large type size, and spacing between letters and lines. The following is a sample U.S.
label:

[INSERT SAMPLE U.S. LABEL]
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4.

Codex

The Codex Guidelines on Nutrition Labeling state that nutrition labeling should be mandatory for foods
for which nutrition claims are made, but should be voluntary for all other foods.83 When a nutrition claim is
made, the following nutrients must be provided: energy, protein, carbohydrate (excluding dietary fiber), fat, any
other nutrient for which a claim is made, and “any other nutrient considered to be relevant for maintaining a
good nutritional
status, as required by national legislation.”84 Vitamins and minerals that are present in significant amounts
may also be listed — but only those for which recommended intakes have been established and/or which are of
nutritional importance in the country concerned.85
Nutrition information should be expressed per 100 grams, per 100 milliliters, or per package if the
package contains only a single portion. This information may be stated per serving provided that the number
of servings contained in the package is listed. The Codex Guidelines do not specify how or where the nutrition
information should be displayed on the label. The Codex Committee on Food Labeling is considering whether
to expand the required list of nutrients to include fiber, sugars, sodium and saturated fat.
C.

Recommendations for Nutrition Labeling
1.

Nutrition labeling should be mandatory for all foods

Nutrition labeling should be mandatory for all packaged foods86 — and should be required regardless of
whether a nutrition claim is made. Consumers must have complete nutrition information for all foods in order
to make informed purchasing decisions, to compare the nutritional value of different foods, and to select foods
in accordance with the dietary advice of health authorities.
Nutrition information should also be provided for both processed and raw foods, such as seafood,
poultry, and meat.87 Because raw foods are a substantial part of consumers’ diets, it is imperative that nutrition
information be provided for these foods — especially meat — which adds a significant amount of fat and
saturated fat to consumer’s diets.
Less extensive requirements for nutrition labeling, such as those that are merely triggered when a food
company makes a nutrition claim, do not adequately address these needs. Before the U.S. required nutrition
information on all food labels in 1994, the FDA merely required that nutrition information be provided when a
company made a nutrition claim about a product. Under this system, about 60% of foods in the U.S. carried
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nutrition information, but the prevalence of such information was not equally representative among food
categories. For example, while about 100% of breakfast cereals provided nutrition labeling, only about 31% of
carbonated soft drinks provided such information.88 Thus, consumers in the U.S. were often provided with
nutrition information on relatively healthful foods such as breakfast cereals, but did not receive such information on foods with high sugar or calorie content. The U.S. experience prior to 1994 indicates that partial
requirements for nutrition labeling do not provide consumers with adequate information.
2.

Nutrition labeling should include all nutrients for which national public health authorities
have made recommendations

Consumers need information to make food choices on all nutrients that may affect the incidence of diet
related diseases. Accordingly, nutrients for which national and regional public health authorities have made
recommendations should be disclosed.
For example, public health concerns in the U.S. are focussed on over-consumption rather than underconsumption of particular nutrients. Thus, the U.S. food label emphasizes the amounts of nutrients, such as fat
and saturated fat, that are related to chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease, and obesity.89 Other nutrients, such as niacin, riboflavin, and thiamin are not required to be listed. However, countries in which deficiency diseases are a concern should require the disclosure of these vitamins or minerals.
Mandatory requirements for complete disclosure of a comprehensive list of relevant nutrients is also
necessary to prevent consumer deception. The experience of some developed countries that have permitted
partial nutrient disclosures shows that when food manufacturers are allowed to list selected nutrients and not
required to list the amount of other important nutrients, consumers may be misled about a food’s overall nutritional value. In such situations, food manufacturers may list the content of nutrients that make the food appear
healthful but are not required to disclose the fact that the food may be high in undesirable nutrients.
For example, the nutrition information provided on the label of Campbell’s V8 Cocktail sold in Canada
reveals that it has little fat and is a good source of vitamins A and C. However, the label fails to disclose that
V8 is high in sodium.90 That information is important for consumers who are trying to follow a healthful diet
and is absolutely essential for consumers who are medically advised to limit their sodium intake. Similar
problems occurred in the U.S. before 1994 when comprehensive labeling requirements became mandatory.
Thus, it is imperative that foods be required to list nutrition information for all essential nutrients.
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3.

Nutrition information should be based on serving sizes

Nutrition information should be expressed in terms of the amount of nutrients per serving, rather than
per 100 grams or other standard unit. Providing nutrition information in terms of a standard unit is likely to
confuse and mislead many consumers.
For example, the EU directive (based on the Codex standard) requires nutrition information to be expressed per 100 grams or 100 milliliters, which makes it very difficult for consumers to determine the nutrient
value of the portion of food that they actually consume. Consumers would have to know how many servings of
food are in 100 grams and then multiply or divide accordingly. Moreover, providing nutrition information in
terms of a standard weight is also likely to mislead consumers about the food’s nutritional value in comparison
with other foods. For instance, foods that are typically consumed in small amounts, such as Parmesan cheese,
may appear to be relatively high in certain nutrients when compared with foods, such as cottage cheese, that
are typically consumed in larger amounts.
A U.S. FDA survey revealed that the per-serving standard was preferred by the majority of consumers,
food and nutrition professionals, and food industry representatives.91 Providing nutrition information on the
basis of serving sizes allows consumers to determine the nutrient value of the serving of food they actually
consume and make nutritional comparisons among different foods.
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4.

Serving sizes should represent the amount of food customarily consumed and should be
standardized within food categories so that consumers can easily compare different products

Serving sizes should represent the amount of food that people typically consume to ensure that food
companies do not use an unrealistically small or large serving size to favorably portray the nutritional composition of their products. The serving size should also be standardized within food categories to enable consumers
to easily compare different products.
In Canada, the Guide to Food Labelling and Advertising sets forth recommended serving sizes that
provide ranges, and which does not facilitate inter-brand comparability. As a result, serving sizes are determined by individual manufacturers and may vary significantly among brands within a given food category.
Thus, it can be difficult for consumers to make meaningful nutritional comparisons among similar products.
For example, in Canada, Kraft Peanut Butter lists the amount of nutrients present in one tablespoon of
peanut butter, while President’s Choice Peanut Butter uses a serving size of two tablespoons. To compare
nutrition information between those two products, Canadian consumers must double the numbers listed on the
Kraft label or halve the numbers on the President’s Choice label.
Comparing nutrition information between Mazola and President’s Choice oils sold in Canada is even
more difficult as the information is based on serving sizes using two different units of measurement. Nutrition
information for Mazola Oil is based on a serving size of two teaspoons while President’s Choice bases this
information on a one-tablespoon serving.

Mazola Oil

President’s Choice

Canadian consumers would have to know that there are three teaspoons in one tablespoon and then
multiply and/or divide accordingly to make the appropriate comparisons.
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Without standardization, consumers can easily be misled about a food’s nutritional value and may have
difficulty in making meaningful comparisons among foods. Thus, it is essential that serving sizes are standardized and that they represent the amount of food people typically consume at one sitting.
5.

Nutrition information should be expressed in a way that is meaningful and useful to the
average consumer

Merely listing the amount of nutrients per serving does not help consumers understand how those nutrients contribute to the optimal amount one should eat per day in order to maintain a healthy diet. For example,
a food label may disclose that a serving of a food contains 1,600 milligrams of sodium, but a consumer may
not know if 1,600 mg of sodium in one serving is high or low.
In the U.S., nutrition information is not only provided per serving, but it is also expressed in terms of a
Daily Reference Value. This reference value helps consumers understand how a serving of a food fits into a
healthful daily diet. Putting the 1,600 milligrams of sodium in the context of a desirable daily goal of no more
than 2,400 mg enables consumers to recognize that a serving of the food provides more than half the maximum
daily recommended intake of sodium.
Before nutrition labelling became mandatory in the U.S., the U.S. Food and Drug Administration found
that many Americans could not specify the recommended intakes for some nutrients, such as sodium, even
when those interviewed indicated that the nutrient was important to their health and that they were concerned
about their intake of the nutrient.92 Similarly, a recent survey for the British Heart Foundation found that 65%
of shoppers did not know the maximum amount of fat that men should consume in one day.93 Thus, it is not
only essential that all foods provide nutrition information, but it is also imperative that this information is
provided in a context that is meaningful to consumers.
National governments should conduct research to determine how nutrition information should be disclosed. Formats that communicate to consumers the relative contribution that a portion of a food contributes to
the maximum or minimum amounts of a nutrient that should be consumed per day to maintain good health
should be favored over formats that merely disclose the amount of nutrients in a standard measure of the food.
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Because dietary problems differ among various regions of the world, specific nutrition labeling requirements may never be able to be harmonized internationally. However, a basic requirement for mandatory
nutrition information based on these principles should be instituted globally because consumers in all countries
need such information to protect their health and reduce their risk of disease.
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CHAPTER IV: LABELING OF FOODS POSING HEALTH
CONCERNS
A.

The Need for Labeling of Foods Posing Health Concerns
It is well known that certain foods and additives can cause severe health problems, even death, if in-

gested by individuals who are allergic or otherwise sensitive. Consequently, it is important that foods be
labeled so that consumers can easily determine whether a product has an ingredient or additive that may be
hazardous to their health.
Some food additives, while not allergenic, can cause other types of adverse reactions in some individuals. For instance, monosodium glutamate (MSG), caffeine,94 and olestra are examples of additives that can
cause health problems — sometimes severe health problems — in sensitive individuals.
The ingredients and additives discussed in this chapter illustrate some of the more well-known substances posing health concerns. These examples demonstrate the need for national regulatory authorities to
adopt comprehensive label disclosure policies so that sensitive individuals can identify offending substances
and avoid food products that may cause health problems.
1.

Health risks posed by food ingredients

There are a variety of health problems that can be caused by the ingestion of certain foods. Food allergies involve the body’s immune system, which recognizes a reaction-provoking substance — an allergen — as
foreign and produces antibodies to attack the offending substance.95 For instance, one may experience swelling of the lips, hives, rashes or eczema on the skin, or wheezing or other respiratory problems.96 The severity
of health problems varies with the individual, substance, and amount ingested.
The most common causes of food allergies in children include soy, cow’s milk, eggs, and wheat. In
adults, however, tree nuts, fish, shellfish, and peanuts are the most common causes.97 Peanuts are just one of
several allergens that can cause anaphylaxis, which is an extreme, life-threatening allergic reaction. Symptoms
can appear in as little as five to fifteen minutes, but life-threatening symptoms may progress over several
hours.98 Some individuals have died from anaphylactic shock by ingesting as little as one-fifth to one-fivethousandth of a teaspoon (1g to 1mg) of the offending food.99
Another type of sensitivity is called a food intolerance. Food intolerances can take many forms and are
not well understood. They may result from the body’s inability to digest adequately a portion of a particular
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food, sometimes as a result of an enzymatic deficiency.100 Some individuals with food intolerances can eat a
modest quantity of the offending food without uncomfortable symptoms resulting. For instance, many consumers are lactose intolerant, but they are still able to consume milk and milk products in small amounts.101
Because some individuals experience health problems as a result of ingesting certain food ingredients,
efforts should be made to inform consumers of potential sources of such food ingredients. The disclosure of the
presence of such ingredients in a food product is therefore appropriate.
2.

Health risks posed by additives

Food additives may also cause allergic and other types of adverse reactions.102
Monosodium glutamate (MSG) is an example of an additive that can cause food sensitivity reactions in some
individuals.103 It is often added to foods to enhance their flavor. In 1992, the U.S. FDA contracted with the
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) to review studies on the health effects of
MSG and hydrolyzed protein products as food ingredients.104 The FASEB report found that although most
individuals are not affected by even high levels of MSG consumption, a small segment of the population does
experience adverse effects. Individuals with “MSG symptom complex”105 may experience burning sensations
of the back of the neck, forearms, and chest, headache, broncho spasms and other symptoms.106 Those symptoms can severely decrease the quality of life of individuals who unexpectedly and/or frequently experience
them. Reports suggest that those symptoms are related to the amount of MSG consumed.107 Individuals with
severe, poorly controlled asthma may be at particular risk.108
Caffeine is a substance that has physiological effects that can cause adverse reactions in some individuals. Caffeine is a natural component of coffee, tea, and chocolate (and coffee- flavored desserts such as ice
cream). It also is added to carbonated soft drinks, such as Coca-Cola and Pepsi, and more recently to bottled
waters and fruit-flavored soft drinks. (Some non-prescription drugs contain caffeine in doses similar to that
found in beverages.) The amount of caffeine in various processed foods, such as orange soda or coffee flavored yogurt, is often unpredictable.
Many epidemiological studies have examined the effects of caffeine on several aspects of reproduction
with some of the studies indicating that caffeine consumption has adverse effects on fertility and fetal development.109 Studies suggest that daily doses of 100 to 300 mg of caffeine (the amount found in one to three cups
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of coffee) increase the time it takes for a woman to conceive. Similar doses of caffeine have also been found to
adversely affect fetal growth.
In addition to its effects on women of childbearing age, caffeine can affect the general population. A
stimulant of the central nervous system, caffeine is the most widely consumed psychoactive drug in the
world110 and is the only drug that is widely added to processed foods.
Caffeine is addictive and can cause physical dependence in those who regularly consume it.111 Those
who abruptly stop consuming caffeine after a long period of use can expect withdrawal symptoms, which
include headaches, sleepiness, lethargy, and irritability.112 In addition, caffeine can cause restlessness, nervousness, insomnia, gastrointestinal disturbances, and cardiac arrhythmia in even those who regularly consumer caffeine.113 In children, caffeine can cause anxiety and restlessness,114 and high consumption of
caffeinated sodas by children may contribute to poor diets. For example, children who drink more soda consume less calcium.115
B.

Examples of Labeling Requirements for Ingredients and Additives Posing HealthConcerns
1.

United States
•

Labeling of ingredients

The FDA has no formal definition of “allergen,” but it gives as examples those foods that are most likely
to cause serious allergenic responses (e.g., legumes, such as peanuts and soybeans; wheat; tree nuts; fish; crustacea; mollusks; milk; and eggs).116 While U.S. law requires a listing of most ingredients in a food, there are
exemptions from the ingredient labeling requirements that have contributed to some reports of adverse health
reactions by consumers.
One of the exemptions applies to ingredients that are present at insignificant levels and do not have a
functional or technical effect in the particular food.117 Such ingredients are referred to as incidental additives
and include substances that are present in a food as a result of being a component of an ingredient in a food.
However, if a component of an ingredient has the same effect in the finished food as it would if consumed
independently, then the ingredient is not an incidental additive and its use should be declared on the label.118
Nevertheless, some manufacturers neglect to list such ingredients. The FDA recently issued a Notice to
Manufacturers that reminded companies of the importance of properly interpreting the agency’s exemption for
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the labeling of incidental additives. It explained that “when an ingredient added to another food continues to
have an effect in the finished food (e.g., egg white as a binder in breading used on a breaded fish product) the
ingredient is not an incidental additive and its use must be declared on the label.”119
Some manufacturers also are incorrectly interpreting what FDA regulations term an “insignificant level”
of a substance. Studies have shown that even trace amounts of certain substances can cause adverse reactions in
some consumers; consequently, even very small amounts of the substance are significant and should thus be
listed in the ingredient declaration.120
The use of single production lines for different food products can inadvertently contaminate a food
product with an unexpected ingredient. An example of such cross-contamination might be the presence of
peanut oil in a food that is not supposed to contain peanuts, but that was produced on a production line that was
previously used to manufacture peanut butter.
Some manufacturers have voluntarily labeled their products with the statement “may contain

,”

with the name of the potentially allergenic substance following so that consumers can be alerted to the possible
contamination of the food. While that action is meritorious, the FDA has stressed that informational statements
should not replace good manufacturing practices (GMP) and that manufacturers should take the necessary
measures to eliminate cross-contamination.121
The FDA is closely monitoring the response of food companies to the agency’s Notice to Manufacturers
regarding allergen labeling and evaluating adverse reaction reports.
Because there have been recent incidents of adverse reactions to foods containing allergenic substances that
were improperly omitted from the ingredient declaration, the FDA may take more formal action to clarify its
regulations so that food manufacturers fully comprehend when they need to declare allergenic food ingredients.122
•

Labeling of additives

In the U.S., FDA regulations require most additives to be listed in the ingredient list. But this requirement sometimes fails to adequately protect consumers. MSG provides a good example of this problem.
MSG must be declared in the ingredient statement by its common or usual name when it is added to a
food.123 MSG also must be declared in the ingredient statement when it has been added indirectly as part of
another ingredient that contains MSG.124 Nevertheless, a loophole exists in this disclosure requirement because
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foods that contain certain other sources of free glutamate do not have to declare their presence. For example,
free glutamate can be added to food in the form of hydrolyzed vegetable protein. Under current labeling regulations, only the ingredient containing the free glutamate needs to be declared in the ingredient statement by its
common or usual name.125 The presence of free glutamate does not have to be disclosed.
Most consumers are not aware that certain ingredients, such as hydrolyzed vegetable protein, contain
free glutamate; moreover, they do not realize that free glutamate is, for sensitive individuals, essentially equivalent to MSG. Consequently, it is likely that some individuals are suffering adverse health effects from consuming foods that contain hidden sources of free glutamates.
As a result of recent consumer requests to require the labeling of the presence of free glutamate in
finished foods, the FDA published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) and requested comments
as to how the labeling of free glutamate should be accomplished.126
The ANPR discussed two possible ways that free glutamate could be labeled. One way is to require all
foods that have 0.4 g or more of free glutamate per serving to have a label stating the amount of free
glutamate.127
The ANPR noted another labeling method that would take into account consumers who ingested larger
than average serving sizes. For instance, if products need only be labeled if they have 0.4 g or more of free
glutamate, then foods that have just under 0.4 g of free glutamate would not have to bear quantitative labeling;
consequently, consumers who eat twice the usual serving size would not be informed that they were eating large
amounts of free glutamate. Therefore, a labeling threshold of 0.2 g of free glutamate would provide an additional margin of safety.
CSPI has recommended that the FDA require quantitative labeling on foods that contain at least 0.2 g of
free glutamate and additional disclosures on foods that contain at least 1g of free glutamate. CSPI also urged
the FDA to permit “No MSG” claims on food labels only in cases where the food does not contain other sources
of free glutamate. After reviewing comments on the public record, the FDA is expected to propose a regulation
detailing disclosure requirements for free glutamate.
FDA’s treatment of caffeine is another example of the inadequacy of U.S. labeling requirements for
additives128 that may cause adverse health reactions. U.S. FDA regulations only require that the presence of
caffeine be labeled if it does not naturally occur in a food product.129 FDA regulations do not require the
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disclosure of caffeine in foods that naturally contain it, such as coffee, tea, or coffee-flavored ice cream or
yogurt. Furthermore, FDA regulations do not require that the amount of caffeine be disclosed, even though the
FDA has advised pregnant women to consume little or no caffeine.130 In 1997, the FDA received a citizen’s
petition from CSPI requesting mandatory quantitative labeling of caffeine content. The American Medical
Association pledged to work with the FDA to require the disclosure of the caffeine content of foods containing
added caffeine.131 It is not clear what action the FDA will take.
2.

Canada

The Canadian Food and Drug Regulations require almost all prepackaged foods to have a complete list
of ingredients and components (ingredients of ingredients) which include any substances that performs a function in, or has any effect on, that food.132 However, special rules apply to such foods as butter, margarine, flour
and rice.133
In an attempt to improve upon this policy, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency has recently issued an
allergy information letter to food manufacturers.134 The information letter was accompanied by a report135
listing those “foods and their derivatives” that should always be declared on food labels by their specific common names. This list includes peanuts,136 tree nuts, sesame seeds, milk, eggs, fish, shellfish, crustaceans, soy,
wheat and sulfites. To further assist consumers in making safe food choices, the information letter encourages
manufacturers to identify the plant source of ingredients, such as hydrolyzed plant proteins, starches, modified
starches and lecithin (e.g., hydrolyzed soy protein, wheat starch, modified wheat starch, and soy lecithin). The
Canadian government is distributing the information letter and report to food manufacturers, distributors, and
importers to encourage the voluntary labeling of food ingredients known to cause serious allergic reactions
when present in prepackaged foods.
The information letter also encourages manufacturers to develop “allergen prevention plans” to prevent
cross contamination and improper labeling. Canada encourages precautionary labeling such as “may contain
peanuts” but has informed manufacturers that such labeling must not be used as a substitute for good manufacturing practices.137
Furthermore, claims that a food does not contain or has no added MSG when in fact the product has
other sources of free glutamates (i.e., hydrolysed vegetable protein, soya sauce or autolysed yeast extracts) are
considered misleading and deceptive.138
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Canada also has a policy whereby any claim made regarding the absence or non-addition of an ingredient or substance to a food must meet certain thresholds.139 For example, there is no tolerance for allergens, so
if a product has even a minute trace of peanuts, then the product cannot declare the absence of peanuts. “Food
hypersensitivity agents,” however, must be at levels of physiological insignificance (e.g., 10 ppm for sulfites) in
order to make a claim of the absence of such agents.
3.

European Union

The European Union is considering a directive that would require that certain substances “which are
recognized scientifically as being the source of allergies or intolerances be included in the list of ingredients and
not qualify as exceptions...”140 This proposal is based on the Codex proposed draft amendment to the Codex
General Standard for the Labeling of Prepackaged Foods, infra page 57, except that the EU also requires sesame
seeds to be included in the list of ingredients.141
4.

Codex

Codex has a proposed draft amendment to the Codex General Standard for the Labeling of Prepackaged
Foods that would require foods and ingredients that are known to cause “hypersensitivity” to always be declared.142 The draft proposes that the following foods and additives always be declared: cereals containing
gluten (i.e., wheat, rye, barley, oats, spelt, or their hybridized strains and products of these); crustacea and
products of these; eggs and egg products; fish and fish products; peanuts, soybeans and products of these; milk
and milk products (lactose included); tree nuts and nut products; and sulfite in concentrations of 10 mg/kg or
more. The Codex proposal exempts components constituting less than 5% of the food from disclosure requirements so long as such components are not food additives which serve a technological function, known allergens,
or ingredients associated with intolerances.143
C.

Recommendations for the Labeling of Food Ingredients and Additives that can Cause Adverse
Health Reactions
National regulatory authorities should consider a continuum of labeling requirements for the disclosure

of all ingredients and additives with special attention paid to substances that can cause adverse health problems.
At a minimum, all ingredients and additives should be clearly disclosed. Governments should also endeavor to
advise consumers of the presence of processing aids, accidental contaminants and other substances that are
capable of causing adverse reactions.
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Ideally, additives that can cause serious reactions should be banned. In cases where ingredients or
additives are considered essential, but can cause severe or life threatening reactions, labels should include
appropriate cautionary statements. For example, if governments do not ban high levels of sulfites, labels should
advise consumers that sulfites may cause life threatening anaphylactic shock. Providing cautionary statements
on products will educate consumers and may discourage the use of substances that are harmful to various
segments of the population. The following is an example of a manufacturer who has included special labeling
disclosure regarding the presence of peanuts and almonds.
In some cases, the amount of the ingredient or additive capable of causing adverse health reactions
should also be disclosed when the incidence and/or severity of adverse reactions are dependent on the amount of
the ingredient or additive consumed. For instance, one person may be able to consume up to 500 milligrams of
free glutamate without having any adverse effects, but another person might have adverse effects after consuming less than 20 milligrams. Listing the amount of free glutamate in foods would allow such consumers to
regulate their intake and make appropriate purchasing decisions.
Caffeine represents another example where quantitative disclosure would be useful for consumers.
Caffeine is a drug, the effects of which, are dose dependent. If the amount of caffeine was disclosed on the
labels of caffeine containing foods, consumers could better manage their caffeine intake.
The amount of these and other ingredients and additives that pose adverse health effects based on the
quantity consumed should be disclosed in appropriate measures in the ingredient list next to the name of the
substance. Quantitative disclosure of such substances would allow consumers to choose those products that
have the least amount of the ingredient or additive that they are trying to avoid. In turn, such disclosure requirements would give manufacturers an incentive to lower the amounts of such substances in food products.
In sum, a comprehensive framework for ingredient disclosure requirements would provide peace of mind
to individuals who suffer from food allergies or other sensitivities, reduce health care costs, and possibly save
lives. National regulatory authorities should adopt a comprehensive regulatory scheme for disclosing such
information in a consistent manner.
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CHAPTER V: DECLARATIONS REGARDING
METHODS OF PRODUCTION
The food industry increasingly is embracing new technologies to produce and process food. Technologies such as irradiation and genetic engineering, according to their proponents, will help make food safer,
increase production, and even end world hunger.144 While some consumers welcome the use of these new
technologies or are just indifferent, others oppose their use and seek to purchase food that is produced using
more traditional methods. Consumer interest in purchasing food products produced in traditional manners, for
example, has led to an increased demand for organic foods and foods meeting centuries-old religious requirements such as kosher or halal.
Disclosures regarding methods of production are necessary for those consumers who wish to select or
avoid a particular food because of how it was produced. Because the method of producing a food is most often
not apparent from examining the food itself, food labels must provide this information.145 If a food has been
irradiated or produced with genetically engineered ingredients, that fact should be clearly indicated on the label.
If a food claims to be in compliance with rules for organic agriculture or with specific religious practices, the
definition of those terms should be clear and consistent.
The disclosure of such information is necessary to permit consumers to exercise free choice in the
marketplace and “vote with their pocketbooks,” which is essential in a free market economy. If consumers are
not given adequate information, then they cannot make informed purchasing decisions, and producers cannot
respond with the types of products that consumers want to purchase. Not surprisingly, the most common rationale for disclosure laws, therefore, is economics — they improve market efficiency.146
The disclosure of information regarding methods of production is also necessary to fulfill what has been
called the consumers’ “right to know.” The consumers’ right to information was recognized by the General
Assembly of the United Nations in its Guidelines for Consumer Protection. The guidelines are intended to
provide “[a]ccess of consumers to adequate information to enable them to make informed choices according to
individual wishes and needs.”147 The guidelines urge governments to “encourage all concerned to participate in
the free flow of accurate information on all aspects of consumer products.”148
The U.N. guidelines were inspired by the pronouncement of U.S. President John F. Kennedy that consumers have “the right to be informed.” In his landmark message to Congress in March 1962, President
Kennedy defined this right as not only encompassing the right of the consumer “to be protected against fraudu-
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lent, deceitful, or grossly misleading information, advertising, labeling, and other practices,” but also the right
“to be given the facts he needs to make an informed choice.”149 Each subsequent U.S. President has endorsed
this right,150 and it continues to be a major element of the United Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protection.
This chapter will examine these principles in reference to requiring disclosure requirements for four
different food processing and production methods that are currently the subject of debate. These methods
include food irradiation, genetic engineering, organic food production, and methods used to produce foods in
accordance with religious dietary requirements.

Part One:

The Labeling of Irradiated Foods and Food Ingredients

Irradiation involves exposing foods to ionizing radiation — gamma rays from radioactive isotopes or
machine-produced, high-energy electrons and x-rays.151 Irradiation can retard spoilage and kill microorganisms that can contaminate meat and poultry.152 Food irradiation has been approved by over 40 countries and
has been endorsed by the World Health Organization and the Food and Agriculture Organization.153 However,
the practice is not accepted by some consumers who wish to avoid eating irradiated foods for nutritional, environmental or other reasons.
A.

The Need for Labeling of Irradiated Foods

Irradiation can cause significant nutrient losses in foods. For example, studies of the effect of irradiation
on thiamine levels in fresh foods, conducted under a variety of conditions, show nutrient losses ranging from
approximately 10 to 50 percent over a dose range of 0.6 to 7.3 kGy.154
Irradiated foods may also taste different than non-irradiated foods. Some studies have found that irradiation can create off-flavors and odors in beef and chicken.155 Therefore, labeling is also necessary to inform
consumers about possible taste differences in irradiated foods.
Some consumers may wish to avoid purchasing irradiated foods because of environmental and worker
safety concerns. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has recorded 54 accidents at 132 irradiation facilities worldwide since 1974.156 If irradiated foods are clearly labeled, consumers can “vote with their pocketbooks,” refrain from purchasing such foods, and help discourage a technology that they oppose.
Consumer surveys throughout the world show that consumers have consistently demanded that irradiated
food be labeled as such.157 In Britain, a national opinion poll found that 95% thought all food, including foods
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that contain irradiated ingredients, should be labeled.158 In a public opinion poll conducted in the United
States, 92% of those surveyed said that foods should be labeled if they have been irradiated.159 For whatever
reason, consumers have a right to make an informed choice when deciding whether to purchase and consume
irradiated foods.
B.

Examples of Irradiation Labeling Requirements
1.

United States

The use of irradiation was first approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration160 in the early
1960s to control insects in wheat and wheat flour and to prevent sprouting in white potatoes. U.S. growers and
manufacturers have not used either application because less expensive and easier-to-use chemicals are available.
Subsequently, irradiation was approved to kill microorganisms in vegetable seasonings, to sterilize trichinae in
infected pork, to delay ripening and sprouting in fresh fruit and vegetables, to control salmonella and other
pathogens in poultry,161 and to kill disease-causing microorganisms in red meat.162
In the U.S., all FDA-regulated packaged foods that have been irradiated must be labeled with the international symbol for irradiation and the words “treated by irradiation” or “treated with radiation.” Irradiated
foods that are not in package form must display the required logo and phrase with either the labeling of the bulk
container plainly in view or a counter sign, card, or other appropriate device bearing the information that the
product has been treated with radiation.163
U.S. regulations do not require that products containing irradiated ingredients be labeled. The treatment
of irradiated ingredients under U.S. law is in marked contrast to those of many developed countries and is
inconsistent with Codex standards. Furthermore, under pressure from the food industry, in 1997, the U.S.
Congress mandated that the required irradiation disclosure for FDA regulated food products be reduced in size.
The required disclosure on such foods must now be no more prominent than the food’s ingredient listing.164
2.

Canada

In Canada, irradiation has been approved to inhibit sprouting on potatoes and onions, to control insects
in stored flour, wheat, and whole wheat flour, and to kill microbes in spices and dehydrated seasoning preparations.165
Any irradiated food that is prepackaged must contain the international symbol on its principal display
panel. The outer diameter of the symbol must be no smaller than the height required for the declaration of net
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quantity of the package. Foods that are not prepackaged must display a sign that carries that symbol immediately next to the food. The symbol must be no less than 5 centimeters.
In addition, one of the following statements must appear in close proximity to the symbol: (1) “treated
with radiation”; (2) “treated by irradiation”; or (3) “irradiated.” Any irradiated food that is an ingredient or
component of a prepackaged product that constitutes 10% or more of the prepackaged product must be included
in the list of ingredients and preceded by the statement “irradiated.”166
3.

European Union

The European Union authorizes the use of irradiation only if it can be demonstrated that there is a
reasonable technological need, if the use of irradiation presents no health hazard, if it is of benefit to the consumer, and if it is not used as a substitute for good hygiene, good manufacturing, or good agricultural practices.
Furthermore, irradiation may only be used to reduce the incidence of food-borne disease by destroying pathogenic organisms, to reduce spoilage of foodstuffs, to reduce loss of foodstuffs by premature ripening, germination or sprouting, or to rid foodstuffs of organisms that are harmful to plants or plant products.167
The EU requires irradiated foods to bear the words “irradiated” or “treated with ionizing radiation” on
the label. If an irradiated product is used as an ingredient, the same words must accompany the designation of
ingredients.168
4.

Codex

The Codex standard for irradiated foods requires such foods to be labeled with a written statement
indicating that the food has been irradiated. This statement must be placed in close proximity to the name of the
food.169 The use of the international food irradiation symbol is optional, but when it is used, it must also be in
close proximity to the name of the food. When an irradiated product is used as an ingredient in another food,
this must be declared in the list of ingredients. When a single-ingredient product is prepared from a raw material that has been irradiated, the label of the product shall contain a statement indicating the treatment.
C.

Recommendations for Labeling of Irradiated Foods

Any foods, or any foods containing ingredients, that have been treated by irradiation should be labeled
with a written statement on the principal display panel indicating such treatment. The statement should be easy
to read and placed in close proximity to the name of the food and accompanied by the international symbol. If
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the food is unpackaged, this information should be clearly displayed on a poster in plain view and adjacent to
where the product is displayed for sale.
The U.S. government, in particular, should revise its regulatory standards to provide consumers with the
level of protection accorded by the EU, Canada, and Codex standards. U.S. requirements in this area fall below
those of many other developed countries and should be upgraded to world class levels. The U.S. should expand
its disclosure regulations to require labeling of foods that contain irradiated ingredients. The U.S. should also
reverse recent legislation that tends to obscure the irradiation disclosure by requiring that it appear in small
print.
In addition, national regulatory authorities should take steps to ensure compliance with labeling regulations. Since there is no reliable post-treatment technique for detecting irradiation, it is imperative that treatment
plants are consistently inspected to guarantee that dosage and labeling requirements are followed. Moreover,
control over imported foods is particularly difficult, as importing countries must rely on the integrity of exporting governments and the effectiveness of their monitoring systems.170 Thus, governments should work together
to ensure that imported foods are also labeled reliably and consistently.

Part Two:
The Labeling of Genetically Engineered Foods and Food Ingredients
Genetic engineering is a process by which deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the genetic material inside
the cells of living organisms, is manipulated to block or add desired traits to an organism. Plants, animals,
bacteria, and other life forms that have been subjected to such processes are referred to as genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) or as transgenic. For example, tomatoes can be produced with delayed ripening ability so
that they will stay fresher longer, corn can be grown so that it is resistant to insect borers, and soybeans can be
made resistant to herbicides.
A.

The Need for Labeling of Genetically Engineered Foods

Consumers may want to know whether a food product contains genetically engineered ingredients for a
variety of reasons. Some consumers may perceive such foods as better than their conventional counterparts
because of considerations relating to taste, cost, convenience or other factors. Other consumers may hold
contrary views. The labeling of genetically engineered foods is necessary to permit all consumers to exercise
free choice in the marketplace. If consumers are not given adequate information, then they cannot make in-
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formed purchasing decisions and producers cannot respond with the types of products that consumers want to
purchase.
Those consumers who wish to avoid purchasing genetically engineered foods may wish to do so for
several reasons. First, some consumers may have safety concerns about genetically engineered foods. It is
possible, for example, that a gene for an allergen could be transferred from one food to another food to which a
consumer would not normally be allergic.171 Without proper labeling, consumers would not know whether a
genetically engineered food contains an allergen.
Some segments of the food industry argue that companies can effectively screen for allergens. However,
the report of the 1996 Joint FAO/WHO Consultation states
“[u]nfortunately, reliable models for the assessment of the allergenicity of genetically modified foods do not
presently exist, although the development of such models is to be encouraged.”172 In light of this problem,
appropriate labeling of genetically engineered foods is essential.
Other consumers have broader concerns about the safety of genetically engineered foods. While there is
no evidence that genetically engineered foods are unsafe, some consumers remain skeptical. For instance, many
Europeans feel betrayed by their government’s handling of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE —
“Mad Cow Disease”) crisis.173 In Great Britain, 24 people died after they apparently ate meat from tainted
cows.174 The European Commission’s handling of the outbreak was criticized by the European Parliament and
undermined consumer confidence. With such actual food safety disasters in recent memory, many consumers
are suspicious of new food technologies that governments and experts claim to be unquestionably safe.
Second, some consumers may be concerned about adverse effects that genetically engineered crops may
have on the environment. The production of genetically engineered foods raises ecological concerns including
damage caused by cross-pollination and unwanted pesticide and herbicide tolerance.175 For example, in 1996,
cotton that was genetically engineered to contain the naturally-occurring insect toxin from Bacillis thuringiensis
(Bt) failed to protect against bollworms and other insect pests. This suggests that “widespread use of the Bt
gene, particularly at moderate levels, might induce selection for Bt-resistant insects. Such an event would
destroy the use of this toxin for sustainable agriculture systems in which it has been a mainstay.” There have
also been reports of recombinant oilseed canola plants passing their gene for herbicide resistance to rapidly
producing weeds.176
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In light of these and other environmental concerns, some consumers do not want to purchase genetically
engineered products. However, if food products containing genetically engineered ingredients are not appropriately labeled, consumers will not have sufficient information to exercise free choice, and market forces will not
be able to operate properly.
Third, some consumers want to know for philosophical, ethical, or religious reasons whether a food
product contains a genetically engineered ingredient. Consumers may object to the development and use of
genetic engineering because they fear that it could be misused in the future for other purposes. For example,
some European consumers object to the use of genetic engineering based on historical experience during World
War II when the Nazis conducted experiments in an attempt to create a superior Aryan race.177 Others object
on more general grounds to a technology that, in theory, could eventually be applied to humans. Furthermore,
some Jews and Muslims, who do not eat certain foods such as pork, fear that genes from a pig could be inserted
without their knowledge into a plant or animal that is part of their traditional diet. In addition, some Muslims,
who do not eat insects, may be concerned that insect genes could end up in other foods.178 Would the use of a
protein derived from insects prevent Muslims from eating a genetically modified food? Religious leaders and
their followers must answer such questions, but they cannot begin to even address these issues if they do not
know which products are affected.179
Surveys show that consumers in various countries around the world want labeling advising them whether
food products have been genetically modified. A survey of American consumers conducted by Novartis, a
Swiss-based company that is the world’s largest agribusiness, chemical, and pharmaceutical firm, found that
93% of those surveyed want genetically engineered foods to be labeled.180 That figure is consistent with survey
results that show that European consumers also strongly favor labeling of genetically engineered foods.181
Novartis began labeling its genetically modified corn in 1996 and has urged its customers to label their
products as coming from genetically engineered seeds. Wolfgang Samo, head of agribusiness at Novartis has
stated that “[g]enetically enhanced products are overall superior to conventional ones. Industry should have
many reasons to label them . . . . If we believe in the right to choose for consumers, the industry cannot reasonably argue against labels facilitating this choice.”182
B.

Examples of Labeling Requirements for Genetically Engineered Products

The EU leads the world in developing labeling regulations designed to let consumers know whether
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foods contain genetically engineered ingredients. The U.S. strongly opposes such labeling requirements except
in cases where a new product is essentially created or where a known safety hazard (e.g. allergenicity) is created
by transferring the genes of one organism to another. The Codex Alimentarius Commission is presently considering two conflicting recommendations for labeling that reflect the differences between the U.S. and the EU.
The conflict between the EU and the U.S. over the labeling of genetically engineered products has been called
“the battle royale”of the 21st century world agriculture by U.S. Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman.183
1.

United States

Genetically engineered foods and food ingredients are widely sold in the United States. They include
canola, corn, cottonseed oil, potatoes, soybeans, tomatoes, and cheese-making enzymes (chymosin). Transgenic
ingredients occur in products ranging from soy-based baby formulas to corn chips.
The U.S. FDA does not generally require the labeling of food produced through genetic engineering.
Labeling is required in only two situations:
•
The food differs so much from its traditional counterpart that the “common or usual name” no
longer applies to the new food; or
•

A safety or usage issue exists to which consumers must be alerted, e.g., an allergen is present in
a food, or the food no longer functions during food preparation like its traditional counterpart.184

When labeling is required, it need not mention that the product has been genetically modified — it must
only state the relevant change. For example, the FDA would require a label declaration if a tomato has had a
peanut protein introduced into it, and the introduced protein could cause an allergic reaction. In such cases,
however, the label would only need to indicate the presence of peanuts — not the fact that it was genetically
altered.185
The FDA has defended its policy by claiming that its statutory mandate, the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act (FDCA), “does not require disclosure in labeling of information solely on the basis of the consumer desire to know.”186 In comments addressing a Codex Alimentarius proposal on labeling genetically
modified foods, the U.S. explained its position:
The United States is mindful of the contention by some that mandatory labeling of all genetically
engineered foods is within the concept of consumers’ right to know. The United States has long supported the inclusion in food labeling of information related to
dietary guidance (such as nutrient values) and information relating to economic value (such as quantity
of contents). However, under current United States’ laws and policy, consumers’ right-to-know does
not automatically extend to mandatory disclosures on food labels beyond relevant information on
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health, safety, altered nutritional composition, required handling and conditions of use. We are also
aware that various groups have raised issues characterized as ‘ethical concerns.’ The United States
believes that consumers should have access to information on bioengineered foods and that manufacturers ought to provide such information. There are a number of means of providing such information,
other than labeling. Providing such information on the label would be highly impractical and unequitable in that the difficulties and costs in applying such labeling to commingled commodity products and
to processed foods containing such ingredients from many different sources would be substantial and
would be borne by all consumers regardless of the level of their own concerns and without providing
any greater assurance of safety.187
The U.S. discourages voluntary labeling of foods that do not contain genetically modified organisms on
the grounds that such labeling can be potentially misleading. Although there is no official policy statement
governing the use of phrases such as “contains no genetically engineered material,” an Interim FDA Guidance
Policy on the voluntary labeling of milk and milk products from cows that have been treated with Recombinant
Bovine Somatotropin (rBST) indicates that such statements must be carefully crafted to avoid implying that
products produced without bioengineering are safer or of higher quality than those produced with bioengineering. FDA stated that “such misleading implications could best be avoided by the use of accompanying information that puts the statement in a proper context.” In the case of rBST-treated milk, FDA explained that a “proper
context” could be achieved in a number of ways, including a statement that “no significant difference has been
shown between milk derived from rBST-treated and non-rBST-treated cows.”188
The American position has been criticized both in the U.S. and abroad. Critics have pointed out that in
some cases, the U.S. does require labels to indicate a food production method or process, such as “frozen,” or
“from concentrate.” The U.S. also requires food labels to disclose whether added colors and flavors are “natural” or “artificial.” These critics have pointed out that there are ample grounds for considering the process of
biotechnology “a material fact” — which triggers labeling requirements under U.S. law.189
The policy of the FDA is often viewed as being inconsistent with requirements in other parts of the
world. In the fall of 1997, the FDA hosted visitors from eight countries — all of whom were interested in the
agency’s biotechnology policy. According to an unnamed FDA official, the journalists among the visitors
wanted to get the “straight scoop as to why the U.S. is out of step with the rest of the world” on this issue.190
The U.S. remains under pressure to label genetically engineered food. For example, in May 1997, 24
major European food retailers urged the U.S. food industry to develop a system for segregating and labeling
genetically modified corn and soybeans exported to the EU. The retailers cautioned U.S. seed developers,
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farmers, and traders that European consumers demand such labeling to enable them to make informed purchasing decisions.191
Recently, Monsanto, the leading U.S. agricultural biotechnology company, has dropped its opposition to
labeling requirements issued by the EU. This change in corporate policy is significant considering that the U.S.
government has strongly objected to the EU’s labeling requirements as unjustified. Although Monsanto has
now agreed to comply with those requirements, the company claimed that segregating genetically modified
soybeans in the U.S. commodity chain is not viable.192
2.

European Union

The EU is at the forefront of developing labeling standards for genetically engineered foods. On May
15, 1997, the EU’s Novel Food Regulation, 97/258 EC, went into effect, the first European act setting forth
specific labeling requirements for genetically engineered food products. The regulation “requires that consumers be informed of differences between a new product and existing equivalent products. This requirement refers
to the differences resulting from the use of biotechnological processes including the presence of ‘live’ and/or
processed GMOs.”193
Much confusion has arisen in the EU over how to interpret the novel food law and how it will be implemented.194 On July 22, 1997, the EU Commission sought to clarify how the laws will be interpreted and
enforced by issuing a policy statement enunciating principles that will be contained in future legislation. In its
statement, the Commission indicated that it will prepare draft legislation based on the following principles:
•

“labeling of products consisting of, containing or derived from GMOs throughout the food chain;

•

labeling intended to give consumers clear, honest and neutral information about the GMO origin of
products, facilitating choice for consumers without stigmatizing modern biotechnology,
scaremongering or raising doubts about the safety of products;

•

a system which is science-based in order to ensure enforceability (for domestic and imported products
alike), and to limit the scope for fraud (through the possibility of verification);

•

labeling which can co-exist with different existing labelling frameworks, such as that foreseen by the
Novel Foods Regulation;

•

an approach which is simple and not unduly costly for operators to comply with and one which minimizes uncertainty;

•

an approach that is in accordance with the Community’s international obligations and which does not
impose mandatory segregation of production, transport and distribution lines on operators but only
proportionate labeling requirements;
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•

a coherent and flexible framework to determine the precise labeling rules with a clear proactive role for
the Community.”195

The Commission agreed that:
•
products without GMOs can be marketed without any labeling. Voluntary labeling of products of certified non-GMO origin should be facilitated;
•

for products known to be of GMO origin, mandatory labeling (e.g., “this contains”) should be required;

•

in cases where material of GMO origin cannot be excluded but where no evidence of the presence of
such materials is available, mandatory labeling (e.g., “this may contain”) should be required.196
Because genetically engineered maize (corn) and soybeans were not covered by the Novel Food Regula-

tion, the Commission adopted Regulation 1813/97, which became effective November 1, 1997. This regulation
provides for detailed labeling requirements to be imposed for these products at a later time.
On February 25, 1998, the EU Commission formally proposed for Council consideration a regulation to
replace 1813/97 that would set detailed labeling procedures for foods derived from genetically modified corn
and maize. The proposal was important because it is the most detailed blueprint for a labeling scheme that the
EU has issued to date, reflecting the policy enunciated in the July 1997 statement.
Under the proposal, products containing soy or maize products whose genetic modification can be
confirmed through DNA or protein testing will be subject to the following requirements:
•
If the food consists of more than one ingredient, the words “produced from genetically modified soya”
or “produced from genetically modified maize” must appear in the ingredients list in parentheses
following the name of the relevant ingredient. For products that do not contain a list of ingredients,
those words must appear clearly on the labeling.
•

An ingredient of a compound ingredient that is derived from genetically engineered corn or maize must
be mentioned in the final product labeling.

•

The use of the terms “may contain” or “may have been produced from” genetically modified ______
must be used if there is no evidence that the ingredients have been genetically modified but evidence of
such modification cannot be excluded.197
The proposal was approved recently by the European Parliament in May with minor

amendments.198 Council approval is expected shortly.
The Bureau Europeen des Unions de Consommateurs (BEUC), a European consumer advocacy organization, has criticized the proposal for relying on DNA or protein testing to determine whether consumer products are to be labeled. BEUC believes that because many ingredients are processed in such a way that the
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modified DNA and new protein will not be detectable, few products will be required to be labeled. BEUC
instead advocates that “business-to-business” information be used, with each entity in the production chain
passing on information about product origin in an “audit trail.” The group stated that testing for genetic material
should be done on raw materials as they enter the country, when testing is more accurate. In the alternative,
produce with a certificate of origin from a certified laboratory indicating that it does not contain GMOs would
be acceptable. BEUC also criticized the “may contain” labeling option as fostering consumer uncertainty. 199
3.

Australia and New Zealand

On February 24, 1998, the Australia New Zealand Food Authority (ANZFA) published a proposal to
require labeling of genetically engineered products where the products are not “substantially equivalent” to
traditional foods. Unlike the EU requirements, the use of genetic engineering does not automatically mean that
a food product is “not substantially equivalent” to its traditional counterpart. Unlike the U.S., however, the
Australian proposal does not discourage negative claims (i.e. that foods do not contain products of a GMO).200
The proposal creates three categories of food, only one of which requires food labeling.
Category l is comprised of “[f]oods produced using gene technology that are not substantially equivalent to their
existing conventional counterparts and which contain new or altered genetic material.” The category includes
foods that are altered in their composition, allergenic properties, nutritional value, or end use. Examples include
capsicum (hot or sweet peppers) modified to contain enriched vitamin A and C content, and tomatoes modified
to be sweeter. Labeling would be required for such products. The label would be required to state the biological origin and nature of the characteristic or property modified.
Category 2 is comprised of “[f]oods produced using gene technology that are substantially equivalent to
their existing conventional counterparts whether or not they contain new or altered genetic material.” Foods that
contain new or altered genetic material could include tomatoes genetically modified to be insect resistant and
potatoes genetically modified to reduce their susceptibility to browning and bruising. Foods that do not contain
new or altered genetic material could include: sugar from sugar cane genetically modified to be resistant to
viruses or cotton seed oil from cotton genetically modified to be insect resistant. Category 2 foods would not
require labeling.201
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Category 3 is comprised of foods produced without using gene technology. Such foods may be labeled
as containing no GMOs so long as it can be substantiated.202
The Australian Consumers Association (ACA) issued a statement that ANZFA “betrayed” consumers.
ACA stated, “[t]he Authority has not kept faith with consumers. Consumers simply do not consider [that]
genetically modified foods can be equivalent to conventional ones. This ruling denies their right to know about
the process used to produce their food.”203 ACA explained that consumer surveys have shown that up to 90
percent of Australians want labeling for all genetically modified foods. The group, however, was pleased with
the provision permitting manufacturers to indicate that their products do not contain genetically modified
organisms.
4.

Japan

Although Japan has issued Guidelines for Safety Assessment of Foods and Food Additives Produced by
Recombinant DNA Techniques, it has not yet issued guidelines on labeling genetically modified organisms.
Currently, a legislative subcommittee and the Advisory Committee on Food Labeling at the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries are discussing labeling issues. When the deliberations by the two bodies are completed, the government will present its position.204
5.

Codex

The Codex Committee on Food Labeling will discuss two alternative recommendations for the labeling
of foods obtained through the use of biotechnology in May 1998,205 reflecting the fundamental disagreement
between the U.S. and the EU over “whether to apply specific labelling requirements to genetically modified
products which are different from conventional products or to apply them to all genetically modified foods
irrespective of their characteristics.”206
The first proposed recommendation reflects the position of the U.S. It states:
“When a food or food ingredient obtained through biotechnology. . . is no longer substantially
equivalent to the corresponding existing food or food ingredients as regards
- composition
- nutritional value
- intended use
the characteristics which make it different from the reference food would be clearly identified in
the labeling.”
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The second proposal reflects a position more akin to that of the EU. It states:
All foods that are or contain genetically modified organisms shall be labeled. Foods that are
produced from genetically modified organisms but do not contain them shall always be labeled,
if natural variations considered, an adequate analysis demonstrates that they differ from equivalent conventional foods.
The presence of any substance[s] that are absent in existing equivalent foods and may have
implications for the health of certain sections of the population and/or are the subject of ethical
objections shall be indicated in the label.207
Two alternatives regarding the labeling of known allergens created by the use of bioengineering are also
being considered by Codex. The first recommendation is to discourage the marketing of foods containing
potential allergens. The second approach is to declare the presence of an allergen in any food or food ingredient
produced through biotechnology. If adequate information about allergens cannot be provided through labeling,
food containing an allergen should not be marketed.
The introductory comments to those recommendations appear pessimistic that a proposal will be
adopted any time soon. They stated that “the Committee may wish to recognize that the positions are too
different at this stage to establish international recommendations which would be generally acceptable and defer
action until further information is available which could lead to consensus on these issues.”208
The Codex Executive Committee at its 43rd session stated that “while consumers may claim the right to
know whether or not foods had been prepared by biotechnology, it also notes that the claimed right to know was
ill-defined and variable and in this respect could not be used by Codex as the primary basis of decision-making
on appropriate labelling.”209 However, the consumer’s need for adequate information in order “to make informed choices according to individual wishes and needs” has been recognized by the UN General Assembly in
its Guidelines for Consumer Protection.210 Moreover, the provision of such information is necessary to permit
market forces to operate properly, supra page 61. Ensuring fair trade practices within the food industry is one
of the primary purposes of the Codex Alimentarius, and the importance of labeling standards as a means to
prevent deceptive trade practices by food companies is specifically recognized by the Codex Executive Committee.211 Thus, regardless of how the Commission views the consumers’ right to know doctrine, any action taken
by Codex in this area should be consistent with its responsibilities to ensure fair trade practices.
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C.

Recommendations for Labeling of Genetically Engineered Foods and Ingredients

Consumers need to know the process by which a food was produced so that they can make informed
purchasing decisions and exercise choice in the marketplace. Such requirements are necessary to ensure fair
trade and allow free market forces to function properly. Thus, national regulatory authorities should require, to
the greatest extent possible, that genetically engineered foods be labeled. Furthermore, authorities should also
allow labels to say that foods are not genetically engineered, or do not contain genetically engineered ingredients, without burdensome qualifying statements. An important issue still to be resolved concerns the circumstances under which foods that may contain genetically engineered ingredients should disclose this fact on the
label. The EU’s implementation of its regulation will, hopefully, provide guidance on this issue.

Part Three:
Labeling of Organic Foods
Organic food is one of the fastest growing segments of the food industry. In the United States, the size
of the organic industry has risen from $78 million in 1980 to $3.5 billion in 1996.212 The market for organic
foods in the EU was valued at $1.7 billion in 1990 and has been projected to grow at a rate of 25% per year.213
Japan’s retail sales for 1994 were estimated to be $688 million.214 In Canada, 1995 retail sales were estimated
at $50 million and are expected to grow by 15 to 25 percent per year.215
Some restaurants are beginning to use organic produce and other ingredients. In the U.S., the National
Restaurant Association reports that organic menu items are offered in 57% of restaurants with per person checks
of $25 or more.216 Japanese family and fast-food restaurants are taking advantage of the organic boom by
adding such products to their menus. Higher-priced restaurants in Japan even serve organic wine.217
Some major corporations are also beginning to add organic lines. For example, Heinz Co. now markets
the Earth’s Best line of organic baby food products.218 In Japan, Mitsubishi Corp. has entered the organic
market for environmental as well as business reasons.219
A.

The Need for Regulating the Labeling of Organic Foods

Consumers purchase organic foods for a variety of reasons. Some consumers believe that organic foods
are of higher quality and taste better. Others favor organic foods because they want to protect the environment
or are concerned about the risks that pesticides and other agricultural chemicals pose to farm workers.
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Although more consumers are buying organic food, there is worldwide confusion over what the term
“organic” means. Without a standard definition (and reliable enforcement), the word “organic” may, as a practical matter, provide consumers with little useful information.
Presently, a plethora of private entities for certifying organic products has created considerable confusion and controversy. For example, 27 individual U.S. state governments have organic certification laws.220
Editorials in Japan have called on the government to establish a certification system for products labeled as
organic because “fake products are commonly sold.”221
One of the best general definitions of “organic” was recommended by the U.S. National Organic Standards Board in April 1995. This definition incorporates language from the Codex Alimentarius Draft Guidelines
for organically produced foods:
Organic agriculture is an ecological production management system that promotes and enhances
biodiversity, biological cycles and soil biological activity. It is based on minimal use of off-farm inputs
and on management practices that restore, maintain and enhance ecological harmony. . . .The principal
guidelines for organic production are to use materials and practices that enhance the ecological balance
of natural systems and that integrate the parts of the farming system into an ecological whole. Organic
agriculture practices cannot ensure that products are completely free of residues; however, methods are
used to minimize pollution from air, soil and water. Organic food handlers, processors and retailers
adhere to standards that maintain the integrity of organic agricultural products. The primary goal of
organic agriculture is to optimize the health and productivity of interdependent communities of soil life,
plants, animals and people.222
The following general conditions are among those that usually must be met for the production of organic
foods:
•
•

Synthetic pesticides, fertilizers and additives are not permitted.
Soil is fertilized using composed plant and animal wastes, organic soil enrichers, mineral sprays and
green manure. Green manure includes crops such as peas, beans and clovers which are planted in
alternation with the primary crop to boost the nitrogen content of the soil.

•

Insect pests are controlled through alternating crops, releasing competitive or sterile bugs, and by the use
of sexual attractant traps, microbes and soap or vegetable sprays to reduce spores and eggs.

•

Weeds are controlled through planting and trimming methods, rather than by chemical intervention.223

•

Foods are not subjected to high-tech processing methods such as irradiation or genetic engineering.

•

Meat and dairy products must be produced without the use of synthetic growth hormones such as rBGH
or the use of antibiotics. Animals must have access to the outdoors and must be fed organic feed.224
Unfortunately, those presumptions may not be satisfied unless the use of the term “organic” has been
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clearly and consistently defined and enforced. Without appropriate regulations, such as those adopted by California and certain other U.S. states, consumers have no assurances that organic foods have been produced in
accordance with their expectations. The need for regulations is particularly important since consumers may pay
up to twice as much for organic foods as conventional foods.
B.

Examples of Labeling Regulations for Organic Foods
1.

European Union

The EU permits the use of the term “organic” on raw foods meeting specified rules of production.225
The rules are set out in Article 6 and Annexes I and II to the regulation and detail general principles for organic
production and specific methods and products authorized for use in soil conditioning and fertilization.226
The EU permits the use of the term “organic” on processed foods (the rules do not cover livestock)
where “at least 95% of the ingredients of agricultural origin of the product are, or are derived from” products
produced in accordance with Article 6.227 The product may indicate that it contains organic ingredients where
“at least 70% of the ingredients of agricultural origin are, or are derived from” products produced in accordance
with Article 6. Products that are marketed as organic or made with organic ingredients may not be subject to
ionizing radiation.228 Genetically modified micro-organisms may only be used if they are specifically approved.229
2.

United States

The U.S. FDA currently allows the use of the word organic on most food labels, but the USDA has
withheld approval for the use of organic labeling of meat and poultry.230 Because of the lack of national
standards, 27 state governments have adopted standards governing the production or handling of organic
food.231 Thus, food that is considered organic in one state may violate the organic standard of another state.
There are currently 33 private and 11 state certification agencies with their own standards and identification
marks.232 That inconsistent and confusing patchwork of standards in the U.S. is a disservice to consumers and
has impeded the growth of the industry.
In 1990, the U.S. Congress directed the USDA to develop a national standard for organic foods. After
seven years of delay, USDA finally proposed a national organic standard for both raw and processed foods.233
Under the USDA proposal, raw foods could be labeled as “organic” if they were produced according to a set of
principles restricting the use of pesticides, fertilizers, synthetic growth hormones, and antibiotics. Processed
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foods could be labeled “organic” or “made with certain organic materials” based on the percentage of organic
materials in the product. Processed foods containing at least 95% organic materials may be labeled organic.
Processed foods with less than 95% but at least 50% organic ingredients may be labeled as “made with certain
organic materials.”
The original USDA proposal permitted foods to be labeled organic if, among other things, they contained genetically modified organisms (GMOs), were irradiated, or were
fertilized with sewage sludge. The USDA was bombarded with a record number of negative public comments
(more than 200,000). U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman promised that the final regulation would
delete these provisions. However, other aspects of the USDA proposal remain controversial, and a national
consensus-based U.S. standard for organic food has not yet been developed.
3.

Canada

Currently all food products labeled “organic” are produced and handled according to the certification
requirements of an independent organic certification body.234 Foods that are labeled organic but fail to meet
this certification requirement may be deemed misleading and deceptive under the Food and Drugs Act and the
Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act. The food label must indicate the name or number of the certifying
agency. Food ingredients may be designated as organic only if they have been certified as such. The term
organic is not synonymous with terms such as “pesticide free.”235
Although organic production in Canada is currently controlled by independent organic certifying agencies, the Canadian Organic Advisory Board will soon issue new standards for organic labeling. The Board is
proposing to exclude foods that have been irradiated, genetically engineered, or grown using sewage sludge as
fertilizer, and to exclude meat from animals that have been given antibiotics to stimulate growth. The standards
will be voluntary at first, but may become law at a later date.
4.

Codex

Codex is in the process of developing guidelines for the production and marketing of organic foods.
“Draft Guidelines for the Production, Processing, Labeling and Marketing of Organically Produced Foods” 236
are nearing completion. The draft guidelines set out a comprehensive framework for organic regulation including rules of production, lists of approved substances for treating plants and animals, inspection and certification
systems, and other matters. With respect to label claims, the draft guidelines provide that manufacturers may
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refer to multi-ingredient processed products as organic if 95% of the ingredients are organic. Products containing between 70 and 95% organic materials may state that they contain organic ingredients. Materials and/or
products produced from genetically modified organisms are specifically excluded from the guidelines.237
Irradiated products are also excluded.
C.

Recommendations for Labeling

In general, organic foods should not be permitted to contain more than five percent artificial ingredients
or preservatives or be produced with the aid of synthetic pesticides or fertilizers, synthetic growth hormones, or
antibiotics. Foods that contain between 70% and 95% organic ingredients should be permitted to state on the
front label “Made with ___% organic ingredients.” The percentage of organic ingredients should be clearly
disclosed in direct conjunction with the claim.238
Consumers expect that products that are labeled “organic” are not produced with high- tech processing
techniques such as irradiation or genetic engineering. Thus, the organic label should not be permitted on products that have been irradiated or that contain genetically modified organisms.
Because it is impossible for consumers to distinguish organic products from conventionally produced
products, they must rely on verification methods, such as certification by public or private entities and audit
trails. Thus, national regulatory authorities should establish accreditation programs to certify that organic
products and products containing organic ingredients are produced in accordance with national regulations.
Organic certifiers should be subject to strict controls to ensure their objectivity in evaluating organic products.
Organic producers should be inspected at regular intervals.

Part Four: Labeling of Foods
Meeting Religious Dietary Specifications
A.

The Need for the Labeling of Foods Meeting Religious Dietary Specifications

Internationally, many consumers demand foods produced in accordance with two of the most widely
observed religious laws — kosher foods produced under Jewish dietary laws and halal (lawful) foods produced
under Islamic law. Although many consumers buy such foods to follow their religious beliefs, many non-Jews
and non-Muslims buy such products for other reasons.
According to a survey of American kosher food buyers, more than a third believe that “kosher is better;”239 twenty-nine percent are Jews, 19% are Muslims and Seventh-Day Adventists, and l6% are vegetarians
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or lactose-intolerant. By the year 2007, the kosher food industry is expected to reach 36 million U.S. buyers, of
whom 44% are expected to be Muslims and 37% to be vegetarians.240
Both Jewish and Muslim dietary laws forbid the eating of certain foods, including pork. The laws
require animals to be slaughtered as quickly and as painlessly as possible so that the animal does not suffer.
While kosher meat is generally taken from the front quarters of an animal, Islamic law permits the use of the
entire carcass, as long as it is wholesome and properly slaughtered.241
Jewish law prohibits consumption of meat and dairy products together, and dishes, cutlery and cooking
equipment for each type of product must be kept separate at both the manufacturing and consumption stages.
Manufacturing equipment must be dedicated to processing only kosher foods. Products that contain neither
meat nor dairy products (e.g., vegetable products, some baked goods, some soups) are considered “pareve” and
may be consumed with either meat or dairy products. Pareve products are often purchased by vegetarians and
those with milk allergies.
B.

Labeling Requirements for Kosher and Halal Foods
1.

United States

Recently, as part of an initiative to “reinvent government” and cut down on the number of government
regulations, the U.S. FDA revoked an official policy statement governing kosher labeling that had appeared in
the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations since 1957.242 The FDA claimed that its policy would be more appropriately reissued as a Compliance Policy Guide, which the agency defines as “an FDA informal guidance document.”243 While the FDA has withdrawn its formal policy statement, it has not yet reissued the statement as a
Compliance Policy Guide. The revoked guidelines provided that:
The term kosher should be used only on food products that meet certain religious dietary requirements.
The precise significance of the phrase “kosher style” as applied to any particular product by the public
has not been determined. There is a likelihood that the use of the term may cause the prospective
purchaser to think that the product is “kosher.” Accordingly, the Food and Drug Administration believes that use of the phrase should be discouraged on products that do not meet the religious dietary
requirements.244
The U.S. has no policy regarding halal and has no plans to develop one.
2.

Codex

In response to the expanding demand for halal products and rapidly increasing trade in such products,
Codex Alimentarius approved new guidelines for the use of the term.245 The guidelines were opposed by the
U.S. food industry. The Grocery Manufacturers of America (GMA) criticized the plan to issue guidelines,
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stating that: “GMA believes that [the commission’s] scientific principles reinforce the view that cultural/religious factors should not play a role in the development of Codex guidelines/recommendations. . . Religious
authorities having the necessary [expertise] should be the ones to develop and issue such guidelines for the use
[of the term] by food manufacturers.”246
In issuing the guidelines, Codex explained that:
The guidelines are of a general nature in order to allow for minor differences of interpretation according
to the different Islamic schools of thought, and it is recognized that they are subject to the interpretation
of the appropriate authorities of the importing countries. However, the certificate granted by the religious authorities of the exporting country should be accepted in principle by the importing country,
except when the latter provides justification for other specific requirements. The guidelines define
criteria for the use of “halal,” lawful and unlawful sources of food, general requirements for slaughtering and processing, packaging, storage and transport of foods claimed to be “halal.”247
Significantly, the guidelines provide that “claims on halal should not be used in ways which would give rise to
doubt about the safety of similar food or claims that halal foods are nutritionally superior to, or healthier than,
other foods.”248
C.

Recommendations for Labeling

National regulatory authorities can help facilitate consumer choice and protect consumers from unfair
trade practices by working with religious authorities and developing enforcement standards for the labeling of
foods meeting religious dietary specifications. Although religious authorities must be the ones who will ultimately determine whether products should be certified as kosher or halal, government authorities can prosecute
the fraudulent or misleading use of such terms on package labels.
In nations such as the United States, where the Constitution requires the separation of church and state,
guidelines must be carefully drafted to ensure that there is a neutral regulation aimed at preventing fraud in the
sale of food. As the U.S. Court of Appeals has stated:
The city [or other government authority] can prevent fraud in the sale of kosher food in a less restrictive
and neutral manner by simply requiring that any vendor engaged in the sale of kosher food state the
basis on which the food is labeled kosher . . . . Anyone offering for sale food marked [kosher] . . . .
when the product had not in fact been approved by the relevant authority could be convicted of consumer fraud without any intrusion into the internal affairs of the Jewish faith, and without requiring the
involvement of adherents of Orthodox Judaism interpreting a city ordinance.249
Unfortunately, the U.S. has moved in the opposite direction and is attempting to diminish its activity in
this area. The U.S. should reexamine its policy and consider adopting the Codex standard for halal foods.
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CONCLUSION
Food labeling regulations represent a valuable tool to improve consumer decision making in the marketplace and provide incentives to producers to improve product quality.250 Although some countries have required the disclosure of greater information about ingredients, nutritional composition, product quality, health
effects, and production methods, no single nation has required disclosure of complete information in all of these
areas. As national governmental authorities proceed with international harmonization of food labeling regulations, efforts should be made to ensure that new requirements are based on the premise of “upward harmonization.” Such requirements should reflect regulatory policies from around the world that best ensure that consumers are provided with the information they need to make informed purchasing decisions.
The United States, for example, should require quantitative ingredient labeling and freshness dating as
required in Europe. The U.S. should also adopt more extensive disclosure requirements for the labeling of
production processes including irradiation and genetic engineering. In turn, the EU should consider requirements for mandatory nutrition labeling. All nations should proceed with improved disclosure requirements for
the labeling of ingredients or additives that may cause adverse health reactions.
Codex could help facilitate such developments by establishing international standards that are based on
the premise of “upward harmonization.” The development of such standards would raise consumer protection
standards and discourage trade disputes in which one nation argues that another nation’s consumer protection
requirements are too strict and constitute an illegal trade barrier.251
Codex should increase efforts to help nations learn from one another and take the lead in ensuring that
food labeling requirements are upgraded to world-class levels that embody the best labeling provisions from
around the globe. Such efforts would further Codex’s mission and will, hopefully, drive Codex’s agenda for the
21st century.
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